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Our environment circa 2002‐2008
Focus on preservation
Stakeholders: memory
organizations
Infrastructure: static
Services: hosted
Content: museum and
library
Sustainability: ?

The changing landscape
• Ever increasing number, size, and
diversity of content
• Ever increasing diversity of
partners, and stakeholders
• Decreasing resources
• Inevitability of disruptive change
– Technology
– Institutional mission
• Users – changing expectations
and needs

What keeps users up at night?
How much will
it cost??

How do I fulfill the
data management
requirements of my
grant?

Where can I
get help?

How can I share my
work with my
colleagues?

Are there standards or
best practices I should be
aware of?

How can I provide
access to my
work?

What is
“metadata”?
Can’t my work be
included in the
Web of Science?

Why should I care
about preservation? I
just need a place to
put my data.

How can I make
sure I get credit ?

How can I publish the
data associated with
my publications?

Four questions or imperatives?
• How can we best respond organizationally?
• How does our technical landscape change?
• What is the value of our services to our diverse
community of users?
• How can we build (or reach) new communities?

University of California Curation Center
Creative partnership between the CDL, the 10 UC
campuses, individuals and peer institutions
– A community of shared
concern and practice
– A channel to pool and
distribute diverse
experience, expertise, and
resources
– Robust, innovative, and
cost‐effective solutions to
counteract inevitable
disruptive change

UC Curation Center’s environment today
Organization & Stakeholders:
UC libraries, UC
community, and beyond
Focus on curation and entire
information lifecycle
Technology and
Infrastructure: simple,
flexible, adaptable
Services: diverse
Content: agnostic
Sustainability: a must

External to UC

UC Community
Thanks to MacKenzie Smith – IDCC 2010

Data Management Planning (DMP) Tool
Funding agencies requiring a
DMP
1. connect researchers
with resources
2. streamline the process
to produce a credible
and high‐quality plan
for managing data
Eight institutions coming
together
Tool will have multiple phases

DMP Tool Out‐of‐the‐Box
1. For all users
•

Step‐by‐step ‘wizard’ for generating data management plans

•

General guidance for each section: help text and resources relevant
to all

•

Save a plan as PDF, MS
Word, plain text or
generate a link to a PDF
version of the finished
plan

2. For DMP Tool Partners
•

Customized links to
resources available
to all institution’s
researchers

EZID: long‐term identifiers made easy
take control of the
management and
distribution of your research,
share and get credit for it,
and build your reputation
through its collection and
documentation

Primary Functions
1. Create persistent identifiers
2. Manage identifiers over time
3. Manage associated metadata over time

EZID supports a wish list for data as a key
component of scholarly communication
Supporting researchers

Supporting a community

• Precise identification of a
dataset

Business model

• Credit to data producers and
data publishers
• A link from the traditional
literature to the data
• Research metrics for datasets

• Tiered pricing structure for UC,
non‐UC, for profit
• Revenue supports operations
and development
• Range of customers:
government agencies,
research centers, institutions,
for‐profit
Working with publishers to
expose data as publication

Service overview
Open to the UC community & beyond
Discipline / content agnostic
Service delivery: hosted or local
deployed
Easy to use UI or API
Primary Functions
1. Deposit
2. Manage (metadata, versions, etc)
3. Share (with other researchers)
4. Access (expose)
5. Preserve

Merritt’s diverse service offering to the community
Merritt’s service offering
• Dark archive for important
digital assets
• Bright archive with direct
discovery and access
• Preservation back‐end for
existing or new discovery and
content management systems
• Integration with distributed
data grids
• Local deployments

Supporting the community
Business model
• Pricing structure for UC, non‐
UC, and for‐profit
– Pay as you go
– Pay once store forever

• Revenue supports operation
and development
• Range of customers:
government agencies,
research centers, institutions,
for‐profit

Web Archiving Service
Capture today’s web, build tomorrow’s archive

Primary Functions
1. Collect web published content
2. Manage content
3. Publish content for public access

WAS service overview
Business model in place
• Pricing structure for UC,
non‐UC, and for profit
– Service fee and storage used

• Revenue supports
operations and
development
• Range of customers:
agencies, research centers,
academic institutions,
researchers, libraries

Digital Curation for EXCEL (DCXL) Project
Open source MS Excel add‐ins
Problem statement
Data are the building blocks of
scientific research.
Many scientists use MS Excel
to record, manage, view,
graph, and manipulate
datasets.
Excel’s current feature set can
be a barrier to sharing,
verifying, and preserving

DCXL Outputs
• Requirements (open)
• Open source add‐in
– interoperable,
– sharable,
– publishable,
– archivable
• New community of practice

What an Excel add‐in could do
Some preliminary ideas to better
publish, share, and archive

• Permit standardized column
headers

Participants

• UC3 at the CDL
• UC Campus community

• Versioning and standard
date formats

• DataONE

• Auto‐archiving and
persistent id assignment

• MS Research

• “Speed bumps” to
discourage macros et al.

• The broader community
• Gordon and Betty Moore
Foundation

Delivery date: Spring 2012

Vision for a “data paper”
•

Idea: wrap the unfamiliar in a familiar
façade

•

A “data paper” minimally consists of a
cover sheet and a set of links to archived
artifacts

•

Cover sheet contains familiar elements:
title, date, authors, abstract, and
persistent identifier (DOI, ARK, etc.)

•

Just enough to permit basic exposure to
and discovery
– Building a basic data citation
– Indexing by services such as Web of
Science, Google Scholar
– Instilling confidence in the
identifier’s stability

Data Publishing at the CDL
UC Curation Center

Publishing Services Program

•

Merritt Curation repository

•

Online journals, with peer review

•

EZID: Persistent id management
and resolution (ARKs, DOIs, et al.)

•

Scholarly communication: grey
literature to post‐prints

•

Search and display tools (XTF)

Lessons learned (and still learning)
Goal is to work on several fronts to make a complex
problems smaller
– Don’t circle the wagons
– Stop doing what you can’t support
– Outsource and/or use third party components
– Deploy new infrastructure and services that can be used in
diverse ways
– Engage with new communities – research community
– Support emerging initiatives
– Collaborate now more than ever!
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